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To help enterprises maximize benefit from powerful virtualization 
and automation tools, SolidFire has incorporated industry-leading 
technology from VMware and Cisco into a pre-validated design 
for customers looking to deploy a highly-scalable virtualized 
infrastructure. 

SolidFire AI for Virtual Infrastructure is a pre-validated reference 
architecture that consolidates your IT infrastructure with SolidFire 
SF3010 block storage nodes, UCS compute and Nexus networking 
from Cisco, and VMware vSphere. Eliminate the guesswork involved  
in planning, sizing, provisioning and operating enterprise 
applications in the Next Generation Data Center.

The Agile Approach
SolidFire Agile Infrastructure (AI) with Cisco® and VMware enables 
your IT organization to consolidate, automate and scale virtualized 
business-critical environments to: 

• Reduce complexity through simplified management, Quality of 
Service (QoS) and flexible control 

• Deliver higher levels of application availability through application 
consolidation on a single system 

• Scale capacity and performance seamlessly on demand with no 
disruption and no downtime  
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Learn more about SolidFire AI and request a demo at solidfire.com/AI

AI in Action
To demonstrate the mixed workload capabilities of architecture 
through the validation process, here’s a sampling of operations that 
can run concurrently on the AI design:

• Boot storm of 200 VMware Horizon View desktops

• Two hosted Oracle OLTP database workloads running approximately 
230,000 TPM

• MongoDB job running 70 concurrent threads

• Inline data reduction, including deduplication, compression and thin 
provisioning, driving 13.5x efficiency rates across three workloads

The AI Advantage
With AI for Virtual Infrastructure, SolidFire has uniquely demonstrated 
the ability for enterprises to easily and efficiently accommodate 
the demands of mixed workloads from a single storage platform. 
Leveraging SolidFire’s unique Quality of Services (QoS) capabilities, 
storage policies can be provisioned and enforced to isolate each 
workload while running simultaneously within a shared infrastructure. 

Unique attributes of the AI solution compared to traditional IT 
designs for consolidation include:

• More with Less - With per volume QoS controls, AI can easily 
accommodate multiple and mixed workloads, guaranteeing 
performance to every application. SolidFire’s Quality of Service 
ensures predictable performance — even with the varying 
characteristics of mixed workloads.

• Consolidate and Reduce - Condense more under a single shared 
architecture using independent capacity and performance 
provisioning, reducing the need for dedicated systems.

• In-line Efficiencies - With no performance penalty for deduplication, 
thin provisioning and compression, SolidFire AI allows you 
to consistently drive down cost though data reduction and 
standardization to get the most out of your infrastructure workloads. 

• Accelerate Innovation - AI for virtualization has been validated 
to repeatedly and reliably deploy hundreds of applications 
simultaneously. 

AI in Real Life
SolidFire AI for virtualized infrastructure is designed to deploy and 
scale quickly for consolidation of multiple critical applications. 
From a workload perspective, the base reference architecture has 
been validated to enable organizations to rapidly get to a scalable IT 
infrastructure that supports the consolidation of applications with 
varying characteristics, including those having:

• High peaks at a moderate predictable interval (e.g. Oracle) 

• Lower peaks at a rapid consistent interval (e.g. MongoDB)

• High peaks of an inconsistent interval (e.g. Horizon View)

Leveraging SolidFire’s unique storage QoS controls, administrators can 
confidently mix-and-match multiple workload types within this shared 
infrastructure footprint, while still ensuring no individual application 
event will affect IO or response time performance of others.

The Bottom Line
SolidFire’s AI for Virtual Infrastructure simplifies the deployment 
of a dynamic IT environment with the performance control, 
automation and scalability to efficiently consolidate mixed 
workloads. By incorporating industry-leading technology from 
VMware and Cisco into a pre-validated reference design, AI enables 
accelerated deployment of a dynamic IT infrastructure that allows for 
unprecedented consolidation of mixed application workloads onto a 
single platform. 
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